
  
 
Time Travelers, Temporal Refugees, and Chrononauts:  
Before you hop into your time vehicles… you might jaunt to the southeast to take a look at this 
time machine.  This contraption shares its name with a 1945 Broadway musical, which in 1999, 
Time Magazine named the Best Musical of the 20th Century.  This ersatz time machine has 
historical imagery, showcasing some of the landmark icons of San Diego. 
 

Using this time machine’s imagery and some other knowledge, you’ll find your first checkpoint, 
less than two miles away.  Now start on a mission and be prepared to move around: 
 

Move right one.  If you see a ship there, add one to each of these:   
 

22 4 8 

Move right two more.  If you see a big battle, add three to each of these: 
 

20 21 10 

Move right three more.  If you see a historical lodging place, subtract five 
from each. 

9 14 20 

Move left two.  If this one is all wet, cross out the middle number.  If not, 
add 3 to each. 

24 12 5 

Move right one.  If this one shows aviation, cross out the even numbers.  If 
not, cross out the both ends. 

16 24 9 

Move right two.  If this one’s at the zoo, subtract six. 
 

21 9 17 

Move right three.  If Austin Powers traveled in time in a VW, divide by 
two.  If not, add two.   

18 8 20 

Move left two.  If one of these might have been in a Star Trek film, add the 
number of that film.  If not, cross out the odd number. 

12 6 11 

Move right one.  If this one shows aviation, cross out the highest number.  
If not, cross out the lowest number. 

9 20 5 

Move right three.  If Mark Twain wrote about time travel, add two & cross 
out the right number.  If not, divide by two & cross out the left number. 

2 18 16 

Move left two.  If Emmet Brown was almost killed by Syrians, subtract 
three & cross out the middle number. 

20 4 26 

Move right one.  If you will be visiting this location today, subtract two.  If 
not, add three. 

7 6 18 

Move right three.  If you see equines, multiply by four & cross out the 
highest number.  If not, add ten. 

3 7 5 

Move right four.  If this is Spanish colonial architecture, cross out the 
multiples of three.  If not, cross out the multiples of five.   

20 22 24 

Move left seven.  If this place is named after a conquistador, add four.  If 
not, subtract 3 and cross out the lowest number. 

6 13 18 

Move left four.  If this is a cetacean, add two and cross out the rightmost 
number.  If not, divide by two and cross out the middle number. 

10 20 18 

 

Now turn those numbers into letters: 
Q=1 U=2 A=3 N=4 T=5 U=6 M=7 L=8 E=9 A=10 P=11 
Y=12 W=13 V=14 S=15 R=16 O=17 K=18 J=19 I=20 H=21 G=22 
F=23 D=24 C=25 B=26        
 




